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Mendeian Iuiiace in Man. 9th
edition. V A- MqKusick. (E69-00.)
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press. 1990.

It is two years since the last edition of
this constantly used classic appeared
and while tables in the introduction
show us the growth in human genes
mapped and identified, the weight of
the present volume, with 400 extra
pages, is even more tangible evidence.
The year 1990 represents a landmark
for MIM since its on line counterpart
OMIM has now been integrated with
the new Genome Database (GDB),
allowing both clinical and gene
mapping data to be accessed together.
Meanwhile, this hard copy edition
contains an abundance of summary
tables and chromosome maps relating
disease data to gene location and
function.
MIM continues to be remarkably

successful in trapping new information,
a tribute both to the stamina of Dr
McKusick and the skills of his helpers;
there are two new ones who appear by
name for the first time. However, this
steady accretion of new material means
that the sheer volume of text on some
loci is becoming rather indigestible. An
important task for the next edition
would be a vigorous pruning of out-
dated material. This will be more
difficult than adding new data, but if
done critically and systematically
should add greatly to the use of the
book. It might even result in the next
edition shrinking in size! Meanwhile,
regardless of the computerised on line
version, MIM itselfremains an essential
companion for everyone in medical
genetics; wecanonlywish DrMcKusick
continuing health and energy so that
we can look forward to a 10th edition in
1992.

PETER S HARPER

The Genetics of Mood Disorders.
Ming T Tsuang, Stephen V Faraone.
(Pp 220; £29-00.) Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press. 1990.

Psychiatric genetics is becoming in-
creasingly popular. The importance of

genetic factors in the aetiology of many
psychiatric disorders has been known
for some time. Recent interest has to a
large extent been motivated by the
enticing possibility of being able to
apply modern molecular genetic tech-
niques to the study of mental illness.
This book reflects these trends by
reviewing the state of current know-
ledge concerning the genetics of
effective disorder, one of the most
common forms of psychiatric illness.

It startswith alongchapter discussing
diagnostic and methodological issues.
Recent years have seen the develop-
ment of a fairly sophisticated research
methodology aimed at the reliable
diagnosis and the collection of psy-
chiatric data in a systematic fashion.
These methods are described in some
detail and anybody contemplating
entering this field for the first time will
learn much from this chapter, though
they may decide to avoid psychiatric
genetics altogether when they realise
"the wide range of phenomenologic
variabilities among disorders that share
disturbance of mood as a primary
component of the clinical picture". As
the authors acknowledge, both aetio-
logical heterogeneity and pleiotropy
probably play a role in producing such
a complex picture of overlapping
clinical syndromes.

There then follow chapters on each
ofthe traditional methods ofpsychiatric
genetic research; family studies, twin
studies, and adoption studies. Research
in each of these modalities supports a
significant role for genetic factors
in the aetiology of mood disorders.
This seems to be greater for bipolar
disorder (where the patient experiences
both manic and depressive episodes)
than for unipolar disorder (where the
patient experiences only depressive
episodes), though the genetic relation-
ship between unipolar and bipolar
disorders is still poorly understood. It
also seems clear that minor mood
disorders and depressive personality
characteristics have less of a genetic
component than do the major mood
disorders.

This is followed by a chapter on
quantitative models of genetic trans-
mission. Mathematical modelling
studies do not consistently support a
specific mode of genetic transmission.
Such studies are, however, bedevilled
by problems and the authors conclude:
"If mood disorders are genetically
heterogeneous then the results of
modelling studies are meaningless".
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There follows a chapter on linkage
and association studies. In linkage
studies, specific locations on three
chromosomes, X, 6, and 11, have been
implicated by different investigators.
Other groups have rejected linkage to
these loci and, with the exception of
the X chromosome linkage, inde-
pendent replication has not been forth-
coming. Association studies have also
produced a number of conflicting
results mainly concerning the HLA
region. However, there is a fairly
strong suggestion that the blood group
type 0 is found with greater frequency
among patients with mood disorders in
comparison with subjects from the
general population, but here also there
are a number of discordant results. The
authors once again appeal to the
notion of genetic heterogeneity as well
as methodological differences between
studies to explain the discrepancies in
publications on linkage and association.
A chapter on biological markers

follows which reviews a number of
neurobiological genetic and pharmaco-
genetic studies. Some interesting
findings have been reported but again
further work is needed to confirm them
and establish their relationship to
genetic variation. The final chapter
summarises a series of 'empirical
generalisations' and discusses their
implications for future research, clinical
practice, and genetic counselling.
The book contains exhaustive reviews

of all the topics covered, preceded in
each case by discussion of the method-
ological issues involved. It is best
on genetic epidemiology where the
authors have most expertise. It is
weakest in the chapter on linkage and
association studies. In particular, I feel

that the authors should hav
some of the possible factors
contribute to false positii
with these research meth
failure to do so has forced t
too heavily upon explanatic
of genetic heterogeneity. A
repeatedly raised the issuc
geneity throughout this bo
not face up to the issue c
reduces the power of link
even though there have bee
of simulation studies addl
issue. Moreover, even if rol
can be shown, the presenc
geneity will raise a numbe
problems when we try to mi
cloning the defective gene 4

In general, however, ti
well and clearly written
recommend it to anyone
entering this difficult area
as a useful introduction to tl
are perhaps still some years
being able to write a reall
account of this subject.

Molecular Aspects of De
and Aging of the Nervon
Advances in Experimentd
and Biology Volume 265.
Lauder, A Privat, E Giac
Timaras, A Vernadakis.
$69 50.) New York: Pler
1990.

'Molecular' is an overu
researchers may recognise

econsidered tide of this book that it is in fact a
s that might Conference Proceedings book. Two
ve findings words in the tide give this away: the
Lods. Their bogus specificity and topicality implied
them to rely by the word 'molecular' together with
ns in terms the vagueness conveyed by the word
UIso, having 'aspects'. It is in fact a ragbag collection
of hetero- of book chapters presented in camera

ok, they do ready format at a meeting, sponsored
Df how this in part by the Greek Tourist Board, in
age studies 1988.
:n a number The book's 30 chapters are organised
ressing this into five themes: 'Gene and phenotypic
bust linkage expression', 'Growth factors and onco-
e of hetero- genes', 'Cytoskeletal, and extracellular
r of thorny molecules', 'Neurotransmitters and
ove towards hormones', and 'Molecular aspects of
or genes. aging and Alzheimer's disease'. Most
his book is chapters, while competently written,
and I can focus on the work of the authors' own
considering laboratories without attempting to
of research draw links between the various themes:
he field. We furthermore, there is little or no
s away from overlap or cross referencing between
ly defmitive the various chapters within each

theme. Thus, the book works only on
the 'lucky dip' level. I found some of

M J OWEN the chapters on subjects outside my
area of expertise interesting (for
example, Rutishauser and Nybroe and
Bock on cell-cell interactions in the
CNS), but those on my own speciality
(Alzheimer's disease research) dis-

velopment appointingly superficial and out of
iis System. date. I suspect most potential specialist
I Medicine readers would find the same.
Eds J M The book is poorly produced: every

:obini, P S author uses different reference styles
(Pp 326; and type faces and, inevitably in a

ium Press. camera ready book, there are many
typographical errors. I cannot recom-
mend it.

sed word:
from the JOHN HARDY
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